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Three Steps Forward, One Step Back
Saul Cornell has written a very good book. The book
will not bring an end to the debate over the meaning
of the Second Amendment (no book could), but from
now on scholars of the Second Amendment will begin by grappling with Cornell’s argument. By theorizing the civic-rights interpretation of the Second Amendment, and historicizing the origins of the individualand collective-rights interpretations, Cornell has significantly advanced the state of a very contentious field. Unfortunately, Cornell’s presentation of the underlying evidence sometimes lacks balance, and does not live up to
the quality of his interpretive contribution.

tutional challenges by reinterpreting the right to bear
arms as a fully individual right to keep and carry arms
for private purposes. Nonetheless, Cornell argues, the
civic-rights interpretation remained the dominant understanding of the right to keep and bear arms as expressed
in antebellum state court decisions and legal commentaries.

As for the modern collective-rights interpretation
that has, until recently, dominated federal court decisions, Cornell finds a more curious genealogy. He argues that the modern conception is rooted in the AntiFederalist desire to preserve state control over the militia
In the book Cornell builds upon work that he has as a bulwark against “federal power if such power ran
published in law review articles over the last five years. amok” (p. 5). Though Anti-Federalists largely failed in
He argues that the “original understanding” of the Sec- their attempts to alter the amendment’s language, Corond Amendment was that it articulated a “civic right nell argues that they “clung tenaciously to their states’
that guaranteed that citizens would be able to keep and rights view of the Second Amendment as providing the
bear those arms needed to meet their legal obligation to foundation for state resistance to the Federal Governparticipate in a well-regulated militia” (p. 2). In Cor- ment” (p. 65). Cornell highlights the irony posed by such
nell’s pluralist understanding of eighteenth-century po- radical origins for the modern collective-rights interprelitical theory, this civic conception of the right to keep tation. The interpretation was drained of that radicalism,
and bear arms sat alongside other, less resonant concep- he argues, after the Civil War. Confronted with Republitions, including early versions of the modern individual- can assertions that the Second Amendment had been inand collective-rights interpretations. Cornell argues that corporated within the privileges and immunities clause
the individual-rights interpretation, though articulated of the Fourteenth Amendment and was thus binding on
in the eighteenth century, blossomed into a coherent the states, white southern conservatives responded by
constitutional doctrine during the Jacksonian era. As arguing that the amendment protected only the state’s
state legislatures, in response to deadly public brawling, right to arm its militia. It thus did not protect the attightened regulations on the possession and concealed tempts by African Americans to arm themselves and to
carrying of deadly weapons, defendants framed consti- organize militias to defend themselves against the Ku
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Klux Klan. Finally, in the twentieth century, progressive
lawyers and legislators articulated a collective-rights interpretation that asserted that the right to keep and bear
arms was held only by enrolled members of the statesanctioned militia. With the reform of the militia system
under the Dick Act of 1903 and the National Defense Act
of 1916, this formulation stripped the right to keep and
bear arms of much of its enforceable meaning and opened
the way to the vigorous expansion of the police power to
regulate the possession and use of guns (p. 6).

I also wish Cornell had not attempted to divvy up this
theoretical fluidity into mainstream and extremist pots.
For example, he contrasts the “mainstream” Republican
adherence to the “peaceful defense of states’ rights” in
the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions with the “radical”
fixation of “rough-hewn” Republicans on popular nullification (p. 94). Such a formulation does not capture the
minute distinctions among the positions staked out by a
variety of Democratic-Republicans in 1798 as they grappled with the limits of legitimate resistance. Cornell also
seems to want to find an early end to this period of fluidCornell’s contributions to the field in this volume are ity, though it continued right through the Civil War.
significant. First, he has set a standard of research against
which further contributions will be measured. Utilizing
On the whole, however, I think Cornell’s basic
the new tools for keyword searching in the digital edi- chronological framework is correct. His account of the
tion of the Evans and Shaw-Shoemaker Collections and emergence of a fully individual right to keep and carry
in Early American Newspapers, Cornell has brought to arms for private purposes in the Jacksonian period adds
light many new texts bearing on early American under- an important milestone to the story. His discussion of the
standings of the Second Amendment. He has also exten- post-Civil War debate over the incorporation of the Secsively mined legislative debates at the state and federal ond Amendment is the most careful that I have read. Filevel and the writings of lesser-known constitutional the- nally, his suggestion that the twentieth-century jurispruorists. Cornell has incorporated plebeian perspectives, dence of the Second Amendment is based not on U.S. v.
discussing the understandings of the right to keep and Miller, but on a misreading of the case that unduly privbear arms and the right of resistance held, for example, ileges the collective-rights interpretation offered in Luby Shaysites, Whiskey Rebels, and Baltimore rioters. In cilius Emery’s 1914 Harvard Law Review article, is posihis introduction, Cornell calls for scholars to approach tively fascinating (pp. 203-204).
the topic of the Second Amendment in a rigorous manMy central criticism of the book rests on Cornell’s
ner. In terms of research, he has met that test.
conceptualization of the civic right to keep and bear
A second contribution to the field lies in Cornell’s dis- arms. In Cornell’s view, the dominant early American
cussion of the place of the right of revolution in early interpretation of that right was as a guarantee “that citAmerican political theory. It was not that long ago that izens would be able to keep and bear those arms needed
scholars offering what has been dubbed the insurrec- to meet their legal obligation to participate in a welltionary interpretation of the Second Amendment were regulated militia” (p. 2). He asserts that most early Amerpublicly denounced as “academic insurrectionists” and icans believed the right was “inextricably linked” (p. 65)
fellow travelers of Timothy McVeigh. Cornell in this vol- to a “specific legal obligation” and applied only to “miliume acknowledges that early American political theo- tia weapons owned for this purpose” (p. 27). It did not
rists offered a multiplicity of theories of legitimate re- include the right “to keep or use firearms outside the consistance to acts of domestic tyranny, and that political text of the militia,” a common-law right that was subject
actors adopted ever-shifting stances on the legitimacy of to reasonable regulation (p. 59). If I am reading Cornell
resistance at specific moments. Cornell argues that the correctly, he is arguing that early Americans believed
period between the framing of the Constitution and the that the right to keep and bear arms was guaranteed only
War of 1812 was remarkable for the “fluidity of Ameri- to enrolled militiamen, and that it applied only to a sincan constitutional thought” as Americans grappled with gle weapon per militiaman. If I have misunderstood him,
the militia’s role as a check on the constitutional abuses I hope he will use part of his response to clarify. But if I
of a republican government (p. 83). That formulation have understood him correctly, then I think he has mislargely vindicates the work of Sanford Levinson and conceptualized the civic right at the heart of the Second
David Williams, two of the scholars derided by collective- Amendment.
rights interpreters in the mid-1990s.[1] I think perhaps
Cornell makes several arguments supporting this
Cornell might have cited these two scholars in the footconception
of the civic right. First, he asserts that colonotes as the first on the ground.
nial and state governments exercised a police power to
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regulate the possession of guns. Here, I submit, he has
exaggerated the reach of the police power. For example, Cornell notes that early American law empowered
constables to “take away the arms” of those guilty of the
common-law crime of affray (p. 30). But the disarmament in question was authorized only temporarily for the
purpose of bringing the offenders before a justice of the
peace.[2] When discussing regulation in the Jacksonian
era, Cornell argues that several states expanded their use
of the police power to prohibit “the sale or possession of
certain weapons,” and suggests that these weapons included both guns and knives. He specifically claims that
Georgia and Tennessee passed “wide-ranging laws prohibiting the sale of pistols, dirks, and sword canes” (p.
142). There are two problems with Cornell’s presentation of this material. The first is that Tennessee’s statute
applied only to Bowie knives, which clearly fell outside
the scope of the right to keep and bear arms. The second problem is that Georgia’s statute, which did apply
to small pistols, was struck down as an unconstitutional
infringement of the right to keep and bear arms in the
1846 case Nunn v. Georgia. Because Cornell never cites
the case, it is difficult for a lay reader to discern the lack
of balance in his presentation of the evidence. Cornell’s
assertions aside, there is little evidence that any colony
or state exercised a police power to disarm citizens prior
to the Civil War.

military utility and thus fell outside the Second Amendment’s protection, but Cornell has read this postbellum
doctrinal development into an earlier text.
Cornell’s most important supporting argument is
that most early Americans rejected a right to keep arms
for private purposes, and that they did not understand
the right to keep and bear arms articulated in the Second
Amendment to incorporate such a right. This argument
rests on what I believe is a misreading of some key texts,
combined with the omission of an extremely important
early commentary on the Second Amendment, that of St.
George Tucker.

Tucker’s 1803 edition of Blackstone’s Commentaries
has long been discussed by scholars of the Second
Amendment. That volume contained an appendix entitled “A View of the Constitution of the United States.”
Cornell discovered some years ago that a manuscript
draft of this text existed among Tucker’s law lectures in
the Tucker-Coleman papers at the Swem Library. He is to
my knowledge the first to use this text, which dates from
the early 1790s and is the most informed commentary on
the Second Amendment dating from the period immediately after ratification. As is true of the revised version
published in 1803, the manuscript draft is organized as
an article-by-article commentary on the Constitution of
1787, followed by the amendments. Cornell professes to
Cornell also asserts that pistols clearly fell outside offer an analysis of Tucker’s “earliest gloss on the Second
of the constitutional protection afforded by the Second Amendment” and quotes passages from the manuscript
Amendment. He rests this assertion on the 1840 Ten- draft suggesting that Tucker saw the amendment as guarnessee Supreme Court Case Aymette v. State upholding anteeing the right of states to arm their militias (p. 74).
But the passages of the manuscript draft that Cornell disthe aforementioned statute banning Bowie knives. Corcusses are not Tucker’s gloss on the Second Amendment.
nell declares that “in the view of the Aymette court, the
legislature enjoyed the widest possible latitude to regu- They are instead his gloss on the militia clauses of the
late pistols” including the right to ban their possession original Constitution. On Tucker’s gloss on the Second
(p. 146). But no such suggestion appears in the court’s Amendment itself, both in the 1790s manuscript and in
opinion. The court in Aymette declared that “the object the 1803 published version, Cornell is silent. I hope Cornell will take the opportunity to explain his decision to
for which the right to keep and bear arms is secured, is
pass over this material.
of general and public nature, to be exercised by the people in a body, for their common defence, so the arms, the
It is clear from the Tucker’s gloss on the Second
right to keep which is secured, are such as are usually Amendment in the manuscript draft that he saw in the
employed in civilized warfare, and that constitute the or- amendment a guarantee that extended well beyond the
dinary military equipment…. The citizens have the un- concern over federalism that Cornell discusses. Tucker
qualified right to keep the weapon, it being of the char- noted that “in England the people have been disarmed
acter before described, as being intended by this provi- under the specious precept of preserving the game.” In a
sion.”[3] The court found that Bowie knives were not of note on the facing page, Tucker commented that in Enga military character, but made no mention or suggestion land, “the right of the people to bear arms” was by the
as to the status of pistols. Postbellum legal commentaries inclusion of limiting language “entirely done away.” In
and judicial decisions applied Aymette’s logic in support this gloss, Tucker suggested that the passage of England’s
of the argument that some small pocket pistols lacked game laws had in England eliminated the constitutional
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protection that the Second Amendment was intended to
guarantee. Tucker reiterated this view in 1803, noting
that under the game laws in England, “the right of keeping arms is effectually taken away,” while expressing his
hope that in America, “the people will never cease to regard the right of keeping and bearing arms as the surest
pledge of their liberty.”[4]

I think this formulation better captures the way Americans viewed the right to keep and bear arms from the
Revolution through the end of the nineteenth century.
Were Cornell to accept this broader understanding of
the civic right, there is little else in his argument that
would need to be revised to accommodate it. That is a
testament to the breadth of the contribution that he has
made on this subject.

The problem for Cornell’s argument is that England’s
game laws prohibited citizens, the vast majority not enrolled in the militia, from possessing firearms for private
purposes. That Tucker saw the game laws as a contravention of the right protected by the Second Amendment is clear evidence that he understood that right to
apply in America to all citizens and to weapons owned
for both public and private purposes. Tucker’s view mirrors that of Samuel Nasson and Saumel Latham Mitchel,
cited by Cornell, and of a supporter of Samuel Adams
in August 1789 who interpreted the House draft of the
Second Amendment as a vindication of Adams’s earlier
proposed amendment that prohibited Congress from preventing “the people of the United States, who are peaceable citizens, from keeping their own arms.”[5] All of
these early interpreters of the language embedded in the
Second Amendment understood it to guarantee a right to
keep arms that transcended “the inextricable connection”
to militia service that Cornell posits.
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